PLEDGE GOAL: 200

KEY LEADERSHIP

Nelly Pitocco, Regional President, Sprint Business
Sarah Hebert, Design Thinking, Sprint
Elizabeth Solis, Executive Assistant, Sprint

KEY EVENTS / HIGHLIGHTS

- Sprint attended the 2016 MWM Summit and will attend the 2017 Summit. Meg Knauth, VP of Application Development and Support, will participate on the “Advancing Women in Tech” panel.
- Nelly Pitocco joined MWM-IL as a Steering Committee Member, partnering with MWM-IL lead Jenny Kopach to amplify mentoring relationships and build the network.
- Introduced MWM program to Sprint’s women’s ERG, WISE, in an effort to formalize and improve internal mentoring programs.
- Supporting Next Leaders Program, Sprint’s engagement and development program incorporating formalized mentoring
- Launching Mentoring Resources Toolkit for employees across the organization.

OUR NEXT STEPS

- Educate Sprint teams on the importance of mentoring, STEM, mentoring options, and how to get involved.
- Increase Sprint’s presence in state teams and designate a Sprint representative to help lead efforts, where possible.
- Continue to grow and develop internal and external mentoring programs. Record efforts by partnering with MWM on a custom portal.

WORKING WITH MWM

Sprint is completing its first year as a MWM member. In that short time, the MWM organization has consistently involved Sprint in year-round events. MWM provides great resources, including the mentoring portal and resources – Sprint hopes to increasingly utilize these in the upcoming year.

“At the core of Sprint’s mission is to help people get better every day, including our customers, our employees and everyone we touch in our communities. Beyond our technology, our network and our solutions, we do that by empowering and enabling people to communicate, educate and learn, especially the younger generation.”

Jan Geldmacher, President of Sprint Business

CONTACT INFO

Elizabeth Solis – (847) 737-1281 – elizabeth.solis@sprint.com